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For the first time ever, players can attempt to beat the system using the skill and precision of an in-game shooting mechanic, which now allows users to control the ball using any part
of their body. Furthermore, new modes such as FUT Champions (released today), MOTD Pro Evolution Soccer, FUT 22 World Cup and FUT 22 Quick Fire have been added to FIFA

Ultimate Team. The FIFA Ultimate Team mode, already the world’s biggest community-based football competition, is a free-to-play world of team building, competition and friendship
in which every player is unique. The most comprehensive team-building tool in football, the FIFA Ultimate Team mode allows players to become top-rated pros and captains of the

world’s most popular football clubs. As well as having the most famous players of the world’s most famous football teams including Ronaldo, Zlatan Ibrahimović, Lionel Messi, Neymar
and James Rodríguez as new customisable players, fans can also unlock their own players to customise how they play, which can unlock iconic player attributes such as pace,

dribbling, strength, intelligence and more. The next generation of FIFA video game has been developed from the ground up to be played with a new input method using unique motion
controlled controls. “The FIFA franchise has always been a game with authentic and challenging real-world gameplay. EA SPORTS has been exploring ways to enhance the experience

with new technologies,” said Aleks Sousa, FIFA Executive Producer. “This approach has brought about HyperMotion Technology, which allows us to make authentic gameplay even
more natural, something we’ve always wanted to do. We’re thrilled that this technology will provide fans with a truly immersive experience.” “We want to make a game that truly re-
defines what a realistic football simulation can look, feel and play like. And we think we’ve achieved just that with the addition of HyperMotion Technology and when combined with

the True Player Motion Engine. It’s the perfect marriage of technology and gameplay,” added Andrew Bannister, Head of EA SPORTS FIFA World League. “There really is something for
everyone with the FIFA 22 release and the FIFA Ultimate Team Community.” The FIFA 22 launch has been completely redesigned to take advantage of HyperMotion Technology and

TruePlayer Motion Engine, giving players the most

Features Key:

New motion capture technology allows players more control of their game.
FIFA World stars created by real-life players.
AI progress through Tactical Analysis trends.
A more immersive Career Mode gives Pro’s more ways to progress, achieve and immerse yourself in their own journey through the game.
Improved gameplay fine tuning to create a more enjoyable experience.
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FIFA is the world's biggest sports game franchise and the EA SPORTS FIFA franchise has won more sales, hardware and awards than any other sports game on any platform. FIFA is the
world's biggest sports game franchise and the EA SPORTS FIFA franchise has won more sales, hardware and awards than any other sports game on any platform. It is a complete and

immersive experience that lets fans live out their dreams as they play through every aspect of the beautiful game. What's new for FIFA 22? Experience a new season of innovation
across every mode with the following gameplay updates for FIFA 22: • All-new and improved Head-to-Head Pro™ • All-new Foul System™ • Mobile Compete • New 11-a-side Moments

• New National Teams • New Player Signature Players can take advantage of the new improvements and test drive them for themselves on the Special Events test server, at which
point they are first available in the Downloadable Content. What's new for the FIFA Ultimate Team™ (FUT) mode? The most popular mode in FIFA is getting an all-new, deep-level of

strategy with FUT Squads: • Complete your FUT Squad with players that suit your tactics, style and ability. • Have your say by choosing your formation and playing style. • Build
teams from your favourite clubs and earn rewards for your endeavours. • Finally, compete in weekly and season events across all competitions. What's new for Career Mode? Combine
the best finishing style of any elite player with the most realistic fitness level of any top-level academy player to create the most dynamic and engaging Football Simulator. • Combine
the best finishing style of any elite player with the most realistic fitness level of any top-level academy player to create the most dynamic and engaging Football Simulator. • You are
now also able to play as a coach within the game, telling players what to do through the press of a button. • New, faster engine with enhanced ball physics and more improved player

skin, animation and movement • All of the best players on the FIFA roster are now represented with improved faces and new kit • New highlights added during matches with more
stadiums and new camera angles. • Real-world matches are played in the new Career Mode on 28 new real-world stadiums, bc9d6d6daa
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Build and manage your very own FUT squad of the world’s best soccer stars. Customise and upgrade your players, formations, and tactics – then dominate on pitch and in the FUT
Squads™ Ladder. Play Now – Match Day – Play out a live, one-off, high-stakes match. Decide which team to field, then compose a team from random players. Stay in goal, defend, or
attack. With a variety of tactical gameplay options, every match is unique. Matchday – Create your League – Build and manage a FUT team of the world’s top soccer stars, then take
your team to the next level. Build an all-star first team squad by drafting and trading players, then customise and enhance your squad with skills and attributes that will determine
your overall performance in the game. Ultimate Team – Draft your line-up – Discover the most talented soccer stars the world has ever seen in this single-player draft mode. With
online teamwork, you can manage your customisable team and build your dream squad. Pitch Control – Ultimate Stadium – Build and customize the most extravagant stadiums in the
world, from history’s most iconic to the largest stadiums around the globe. Then play out high-stakes matches with intense goal-line technology. Player Career – New approach, new
presentation – Now the heart of the game, the Player Career continues to redefine the sport, by introducing a new approach to how players interact with each other as they progress
through the game. Together with a redesigned presentation, they completely rejuvenate and revolutionise the way you manage and play your players. Ultimate Team – Make your
move! – With online teamwork, you can manage your customisable team and build your dream squad. Take part in online and in-game drafts. Get the control you need to assemble
the best team by selecting from a wide range of players, with dynamic player stats reflecting their strength, speed, and build. Major feature details New Player Career Experience The
heart of the game, the Player Career continues to redefine the sport, by introducing a new approach to how players interact with each other as they progress through the game.
Together with a redesigned presentation, they completely rejuvenate and revolutionise the way you manage and play your players. New Dynamic & Personalised Player Presentation
Now the heart of the game, the Player
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Discover The World’s Best Game Simulatons Powered By Football™. EA SPORTS™ FIFA 22 brings the game even closer to the real thing with fundamental gameplay advances and a
new season of innovation across every mode. Real Player Motion Technology. Real Player Motion Technology brings you greater control of your players with more intuitive controls,
contextual awareness and intelligent animations. Real Player Motion Technology brings you greater control of your players with more intuitive controls, contextual awareness and
intelligent animations. Authentic Feinting. Feint to achieve the perfect ball placement and show off your moves. Show off the full spectrum of dribbling techniques. Feint to achieve the
perfect ball placement and show off your moves. Show off the full spectrum of dribbling techniques. New Ways to Play. FIFA 22 introduces three new defensive stances: Low line, High
line and Third line to give defenders a variety of options for adapting to opponents at any moment. FIFA 22 introduces three new defensive stances: Low line, High line and Third line
to give defenders a variety of options for adapting to opponents at any moment. Precision Passing. Gain control over your passes with new shot selection commands. Customize your
setup with contextual awareness. Gain control over your passes with new shot selection commands. Customize your setup with contextual awareness. Player Impact Visual. Feel the
impact of every shot with new animation and force feedback. Feel the impact of every shot with new animation and force feedback. New Ways to Score. Score with unexpected
creativity and finesse. New ways to access the back post, shoot from unconventional angles, convert from tight spaces and add tricky types of finishes. Score with unexpected
creativity and finesse. New ways to access the back post, shoot from unconventional angles, convert from tight spaces and add tricky types of finishes. Improved Grass Control. Feel
the rise and fall of the ball with new spin awareness and new shot stability tools. Feel the rise and fall of the ball with new spin awareness and new shot stability tools. Improved Ball
Flight. New ball physics and more ways to control the ball in the air. New ball physics and more ways to control the ball in the air. New Ball Impact. Feel the ball harder and react more
realistically to it. Feel the ball harder and react more realistically to it. New Formations. Watch your shape on the pitch as you use new tactics and movements in formation play.
Watch your shape on the pitch as you use new tactics and
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 Windows 8 Mac OS X Mac OS X 10.9 Andoroid OS Any OS with Unity 4.12 or higher 1 GB or more RAM NVIDIA GPU with (CUDA) 8.0 or higher Intel Core i5 or equivalent or
higher Microsoft DirectX 11 Melee Demo 4 v1
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